SCC & PFFOW Minutes
2/07/19
3:15 PM

Families: Sarah Schulz, Meghan Larson, Aaron Garrett, Kristin , Michelle Peterman, Sarah Kelly, Ashley
Anderson
Teachers/Staff: Laurie Shea, Carlie Moore, John Kelly, Andrew Clark (admin intern)
Board:
Guests: Paul Schulte
Welcome and Review of January Minutes:
Hill Update: Paul Schulte: fairly confident that his plan is within budget for us. Most of the grass on the
hill will turn into usable area with sloping and retaining walls. We’re going to lose a big tree but will be
replaced with more trees and working around it would have been prohibitive. He was very careful to
state that they are not taking the tree out light mindedly. There will be a concrete pad for the garden
boxes. Playground space will be increased. Grass will be sodded right after school gets out. Goes to bid
at the end of the month. Est. budget is 325K. It will almost double the playground.
Transit Update: not much to update. We would still support a walking bridge over train tracks and
updates to 300N.
Grants Update/Kinder shade update: still same concerns as last time. JK may request the district put in
new equipment that includes shade.
Parents Survey: we would like to distribute a parents survey to determine what parents feel is greatest
academic need. ML mentioned that Liz Gleason may be a great person to consult to make the most
useful survey. AA mentioned we’d like to have a question on blended grades. AA mentioned that it’s
unfair that school choice window ends before we have our budget which affects blended grades etc.
Survey Categories: counseling, academic intervention, other.
Discussion of SCC/SIC/office concerns.
Discussion of district board meeting on 2/5/19.
Legislative Update: School grading moved through first steps (HB198) in legislature. Parents have an
opportunity to email senate committee and their senator. AA will send information to SCC email list
members about emailing their representative. Carlie is submitting something on TH bill scholarships.
Medicaid expansion bill: (senate bill 96) would functionally undo Prop 3 and would prevent people from
enrolling in Medicaid, which many students as well as parapros fall into the income category to apply for
Medicaid.
Move to Adjourn AA, second ML, unanimously approved.

Reminder of upcoming topics:
— March 14: Outdoor Projects, Staffing & Enrichment
— April 4: Finalize LAND Trust Plan
— May 2: TBD
PFFOW:
SEP dinners: PFFOW is doing a salad bar on Tuesday. SK needs help with cleanup.
SK has made a carnival game. No word yet on who is going to do field day. Michelle Peterman is willing
to do field day with Josh Peterman. Huzzah!
Food trucks for carnival night: a taco cart might be a great idea, they’re cheap and many are local. SK will
ask.
SEPs: ML will set up a table to garner support for carnival etc.
Andrew Clark will set us up for the district surveys at SEPs.
Carlie Moore: for carnival prizes, we could ask nearby colleges if they have swag they could donate.
Possibility of using tickets to dunk someone in admin in a dunk tank and kids could pool their tickets to
dunk someone, or dunk themselves.
Let’s have face painting at the carnival and not art night, because at art night people do just face
painting and nothing else.
Pie in the face for carnival. They could pie a teacher or themselves.

